
FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORY OF BOUNDED COHOMOLOGY 
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In this paper we give a new approach to the theory of bounded cohomology. The ideas 
of relative homological algebra, modified so that they are based on a natural semi- 
norm in the bounded cohomology, play a central role in this approach. Moreover, a 
new proof is given of the vanishing theorem in the bounded cohomology of simply 
connected spaces, and also an analog of Leray's theorem on coverings in the theory 
of bounded cohomology. 

i. Introduction 

(i.i) Probably the source of the theory of bounded cohomology is the paper of Hirsch 
and Thurston [14]. The theory of bounded cohomology became a natural domain of application 
for certain ideas of this paper. Bounded cohomology was first defined for discrete groups. 
They appeared in the version due to F. Trauber (cf. [ii]) of the basic theorem of Hirsch and 
Thurston [14], which sounds like this: the bounded cohomology of amenable groups is equal to 
zero (all terms will be explained below). Afterwards, Gromov in his fundamental paper [ii] 
defined the bounded cohomology of topological spaces and proved a number of profound theorems 
about it. Moreover, Gromov [ii] contains remarkable applications of the theory of bounded 
cohomology to Riemannian geometry, demonstrating thus the importance of this theory. One 
of the basic theorems relating the theory of bounded cohomology with Riemannian geometry was 
proved by Thurston; cf. [ii, 20]. Some of Gromov's results were reproved (undoubtedly under 
the influence of preliminary versions of [ii]) by other mathematicians; cf. [2, 15, 18, 21]. 

The present paper arose from the author's attempt to understand the part of [Ii] which 
one could call the abstract theory of bounded cohomology and which is not directly connected 
with Riemannian geometry (but is the foundation for the applications to the latter). The 
proofs in this part are based on a specific technique developed by Gromov, the theory of so- 
called simplicial multicomplexes. The main goal of the present paper is to prove the basic 
results of the abstract theory of bounded cohomology, based on more familiar mathematical 
ideas. Relative homological algebra plays a central role among them. It considerably clari- 
fies the structure of the theory and opens new, as yet uninvestigated possibilities. 

The first step in understanding the theory of bounded cohomology from the point of view 
of relative homological algebra was made by Brooks [2]. His paper was one of the sources 
of the ideas of the present paper. However, his approach was incomplete in at least two 
respects: it did not let one construct the natural norm which one has in bounded cohomology 
groups precisely; and it used Gromov's fundamenal theorem on the bounded cohomology of simply 
connected spaces. 

Along with a suitable versions of relative homological algebra we shall also draw on 
other ideas. Thus, the proof of the basic theorem on bounded cohomology of simply connected 
spaces [Theorem (2.4)] is based on the results of Dold and Thom [5], and the proof of the 
coverings theorem [Theorem (6.2)] uses the theory of sheaves. Incidentally, this latter 
theorem substantially improves Gromov's original result, which we cite as a corollary (6.3). 

(1.2) The definition of bounded cohomology of a topological space differs from the defi- 
nition of ordinary real singular cohomology only in that instead arbitrary singular cochains 
one considers only cochains which are bounded as functions on the set of singular simDlices. 
In more detail - let X be a topological space. For any integer ~ 701 we denote by A~ a 

standard n-dimensional simplex and by ~(X) the set of continuous maps ~ *X, i.e., the 

set of n-dimensional singular simplices in X. Real n-dimensional singular cochains are, by 

definition, (arbitrary) functions ~%) ; R. They form a group (and even a vector space 
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over R ), which we denote by 0~(X) The formula ~(~) =7-~.0~ ) ~(~b~) , where ~ is the 

0~(X)'--~0 iX) As is known, Do0 0 i-th face of the singular simplex d, defines a map @: �9 = 

and the real singular cohomology groups <H*(X) of the space X are by definition the cohomology 

groups of the complex 

Now l e t  5 ~ X )  be the space of bounded funct ions S~(• - - - R .  I t s  elements are ca l led  bounded 

cochains. There is a natural norm Ii II in the space B~) 

III- I I(@)I 
@e6~[x) 

which obviously turns it into a Banach space. It is clear that oiB ixD c B <x). The co- 

homology of the complex 

is called the bounded eohomoloEy of the space X and is denoted by ~* [X). In ~ [K) there is 

a natural seminorm ~ ~:~g| - ~ ~, where the infimum is taken over all cochains f, lying in 

the cohomology class c. A priori it can happen that the seminorm of some cohomology class 

is equal to 0 [if the image @I5~<X)) is not closed], butit is unknown whether this actually 

happens. 

The bounded cohomology has the same functorial properties as ordinary cohomology. Thus 

each continuous map X----~ induces a map H~$)--'H*(~ , while the maps induced by homotopic 

maps x ---~$, coincide. In particular, H~(X)- 0, if X is contractible. The fact is that the 

the chain homotopies which occur in the proof of the corresponding facts of singular coholo- 

logy theory, carry bounded cochains into bounded ones. 

The apparently negligible difference in the definitions of H~<%) and H~[X)radically 

alter the cohomology groups obtained. It turns out that the bounded cohomology of simply 

connected spaces is equal to zero! This is the first basic result of the theory. Moreover, 

H~ IX) depends only on the fundamental group~IX). In fact, there is an analogous concept 

of bounded cohomology of discrete groups, which is also denoted by H~i.) , and it turns out 

that ~[X) = H~i[X)). One can get the simplest definition of the groups H~(G) for a discrete 

group G, by replacing arbitrary functions &~ - R by bounded ones in the standard resolution 

in defining real cohomolo~y ~(G) . We take a different definition of H~(~)as basic, which 

turns out to be more flexible (cf. Sec. 3). Its equivalence with the one just given follows 

from point (3.4) and Corollary (3.6.1). 

The inclusions ~(X) ~ C ~ ~X) induce a canonical map ~<X) ~), which in ~eneral 

is neither injective nor surjective. The image of this map and the natural quotient-semi- 

norm occurring on it play a specially important role in the applications to Riemannian geom- 

etry. 

Amenable groups, whose definition is recalled in point (2.1), play a special role in the 
theory of bounded cohomology. The technical aspects of this role are reflected in Theorems 
(2.2) and (3.8.4). The fact is, roughly speaking, that for bounded functions on amenable 
groups one can define their mean value in a natural way. This leads, in particular, to the 
fact that the bounded cohomology of amenable groups is equal to 0. In addition, one can say 
that the bounded cohomology of simply connected spaces vanishes because the higher homotopy 
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groups are Abelian and consequently amenable. The precise meaning of this phrase is given 
content in Sec. 2. Analogous ideas were already applied to ordinary cohomology in Hirsch and 
Thurston [14]. 

(1.3) Now we describe the content of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of 
the vanishing theorem for the bounded cohomology of simply connected spaces [Theorem (2.4)]. 
Our proof is based on the Dold-Thom construction [5], recounted in point (2.3), and a suit- 
able version of averaging on amenable groups, which is the content of Theorem (2.2). Section 
3 is devoted too the construction of the theory of bounded cohomology of discrete groups on 
the basis of ideas of relative homological algebra. Among the new points in this construc- 

tion is the definition of the canonial seminorm in A~(~) in point (3.5) and the proof that 

the seminorm defined by the standard resolution coincides with the canonical one [Theorem 

(3.6.1)]. The main result of Sec. 4 is the construction of a canonical isomorphism between 

A~(X) and H (~i(X)) [Theorem (4.1)]. It is based on the results of Secs. 2 and 3. As another 

application of these same ideas, we give in point (4.4) another method of calculating H*(X) - 
in terms of the so-called Borel direct cochains. This method plays an important role in geo- 
metric applications (cf. [ii]). Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of relations between 
bounded cohomology and ordinary cohomology, first for discrete groups [point (5.1)], then 
for topological spaces [point (5.2)]. As an illustration in point (5.4) we prove a theorem 
on fundamental groups of compact Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature. Section 6 is 
devoted to a distinctive analog of Leray's theorem on coverings in the theory of bounded co- 
homology [Theorem (6.2)]. Corollary (6.3) of this theorem plays an important role in appli- 
cations to Riemannian geometry (cf. [ii]). 

The basic results of the abstract part of the theory of bounded cohomology of [ii], 
called there "The Mapping Theorem" and "The Vanishing Theorem" figure in our paper as Theorem 
(4.3) and Corollary (6.3). 

The paper is essentially self-contained and hardly requires of the reader more than an 
acquaintance with singular cohomology theory and possibly with the first concepts of the 
theory of the cohomology of groups. Only in Sec. 6 is the theory of sheaves used in addition. 
As is clear from what was already said, in this paper there are almost no examples and appli- 
cations. In particular, we do not even prove that there are nonzero bounded cohomology groups. 
The reader finds all this in [ii]. 

(1.4) My interest in this circle of questions was stimulated to a considerable degree by 
the seminar on Riemannian Geometry of Yu. D. Burago. I am happy to express my gratitude to 
him. 

2. Bounded Cohomology of Simply Connected Spaces 

(2.1) Amenable Groups. For any set S we shall denote by B(~ the set of all bounded 

real functions on S. As is known, B($) is a Banach space with the norm ~ =B~~ 
A linear functional ~: ~Q$) ,~ is called a mean, if 

for all ~ e B[~) or, equivalently, if 

where 1 is the constant function with value i. Such a functional is automatically continuous 

and ~ [ .  We could consider instead of means, continuous functionals m, such that ~<I 

and~[!)-i, however the theory of amenable groups, which we use, leads precisely to means. 

Let the discrete group G act on S on the right. Then G acts on the left on 5 <~) accord- 

ing to the formula ~.~(~=~$.~), where ~e~, ~<$), SE~ �9 The mean m on ~[$) is called 

right-invariant, if ~(~-!)-~(~) for all~e~,~B(S). The most important special case of 

this situation is the action of G on itself by right translation. If there exists a right- 

invariant mean on B (~) , then the group G is called amenable. In this.case there also exists 
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a left-invariant and even bilaterally invariant (in the obvious sense) mean on 5[@) . How- 
ever we do not need this fact. 

The following theorem plays a fundamental role in this section. 

(2.1.1) THEOREM. If a group is Abelian, then it is amenable. 

There is a proof in [i0]. Cf. [I0], Theorem 1.2.1. 

Now let G act on S on the left, while this action is free and transitive. Then any 

right-invariant mean on 5<@) uniquely determines a mean on 5[~). In fact, taking an element 

50 in S, we can identify G with S by means of the map ~--~.50, ~ ~G . The identification cor- 

responding to different elements, differ by right translations in G. Since the mean on S(~) 

is right-invariant, the corresponding mean on 5(S) is independent of the choice of element 

So. If the mean on 5[G) is not only right-, but also left-invariant, then the mean ob- 

tained on 5[~) will be left-invariant. We shall apply these considerations mainly to the 

case of Abelian groups, where the concepts of right and left (actions, means, etc.) coincide. 

We usually call right-invariant means simply invariant means. 

If ~ : @--~H is a surjective homomorphism, then each invariant mean (if it exists) m on 

5(G) defines an invariant mean ~ on 5<H), by ~<~)--~Q~o~), ~ E 5<H). 

(2.2) THEOREM, Let G be a topological Abelian group and p:X--~u be a principal bundle 

with structural group G. Then there exists a chain map A ~: B'(X) ~ 5~iY), such that s p~= ~$ 

and ~A~=i, 

Proof. We begin with the construction of a sequence ~ of invariant means on 8 (G~), 

-O~i,Z,..., where Ga~ is the group of continuous maps ~--G , considered as a discrete 

group. We need a sequence which is compatible in the following sense. Let &i_~--~i be some 

simplicial imbedding, i.e., an imbedding of &i-i in ~i as a face. It determines a homomor- 

phism ~: G~i ~ GAJ-I , which is obviously surjective. We require that ~ be equal to ~ i-i 

for any simplicial imbedding ~i-i--~i. 

Firstly, we note that the groups & ~ are Abelian and hence there exist invariant means 

on 5 IGor). Further, the natural action of the symmetric group ~.i on &~ induces an action 

of the group $~+I on the group G ~ . This action in its own right induces an action of $~I 

on 5 ~) and in addition, on the space of means on B ~A~). Since ~ acts on ~| by auto- 

morphisms, this last action leaves the set of invariant means invariant. We can consider 

invariant means on B Q6a~), fixed with respect to the action of $~+~ . We shall call such a 

mean $~+~ -invariant. If m is an arbitrary invariant mean, then 

will be an ~*i -invariant mean, where the action of ~§ can be written as (~), ~. 

Now let ~m be an arbitrary 8~§ mean on B(~ . We choose an arbitrary sim- 

piicial imbedding ~-~--'~m and we set ~-i= ~ , where ~: G~--~ a~-~ is the homomorphism 

induced by the imbedding ~_,---&~. Since ~ is $ ~+~ -invariant, ~-~ is independent of 

the choice of imbedding ~-~--'~ and moreover, is~ -invariant. Repeating this construc- 

tion, we get a sequence ~ ~ , . ~ of invariant means, compatible in the sense indi- 

cated above. This is sufficient for the construction of A* in dimensions ~ , which in its 

own right, is sufficient for the majority of applications. Thus the reader can, if he wishes, 
~ ~ 

omit the following item, devoted to the construction of the infinite sequence~ ,.... 
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The set of ~§ -invariant means, just like the set of simply invariant means, lies in 

the unit ball of the dual space ~IGa~) ~ . Obviously both these sets are closed in the weak* 

topology. Since, by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem, the unit ball is compact in this topo- 

logy, the set ~ of $~-invariant means is compact in the weak* topology. The construction 

of the preceding item defines a continuous map d~--~-~. Thus, we have a projective system 

~0"--~i" ~ ..... Since the spaces ~ are compact, their limit is nonempty (cf. [i, 

Chap. i, Sec. 9, point 6, Proposition 8]). Any point of this limit is a sequence with the 

properties needed. 

Thus, we have constructed a compatible sequence of invariant ~ ~ =0fi~2, .... Using 

these means, we now construct maps A~:B~(~ ~(Y),~=0,! ..... Let ~; A~--~ be an arbi- 

trary singular simplex in ~ . We consider the set O~ of all singular simplices T:A~--~ , 

such that ~o~--~ . The group ~ acts natually on this set (since p is a principal G- 

bundle) and this action is obviously free and transitive. Hence ~ uniquely determines a 

mean on ~ IG~) , which we shall denote by the same symbol ~. Now we define A t as follows: 

if ~ ~(X)and ~:~--~ is a singular simplex in ~, then we set ~(~)~)=~l~d) �9 Since 

~:B~)/---~ is a mean, IIA~II~I , i.e., ~ ) ~  II~ for all ~ ~ B~Y) , and in addition, 

~o~=~ [the latter follows from the fact that~ ~6"~) =6 ]. Hence it remains for us to 

show that the maps ~~ commute with the differentials in ~*~X)~ ~*Q~). 

Let @: ~---$ be an arbitrary singular n-simplex in ~ and let ~;~--~$ be an (~-~) - 

dimensional face of it. Taking the corresponding faces of the simplices from C~ defines a 

map ~:~r >C~. We choose a simplex ~ ~r and identify r with ~ using ~ [cf. point 

(2.1)]. In addition, we identify ~B with ~'~ using ?i~). Under these identifications 

goes into one of the homomorphisms considered above ~: ~a~ ,GA~q. In constructing the 

means on B(~) and ~(r we could use any identifications of ~(~) and ~i~) with ~-~ 

and B(Ga~, including those which are determined by �9 and ~(~); the result is independent 

of this [cf. point (2.1)]. Since ~i~)-~~ for all ~(~ ~) , from Which it follows 

that ~-~)~(~o~) for all ~(C~). Using this fact, we now verify that the maps A~A~... 

commute with the differentials. 

Let ~ EB~'~(%) and let ~:~----$ be a singular n-simplex in ~ . We calculate A~(~)(~) = 

~ ]0~), By definition, ~) ~i)~ " ~ -. - ~)-~.0(il)~~ i~) and so ~I~r ~x 

~~176 The operator of taking the i-th face ~ maps C~ into :C~d and 

the induced map 0~ ~0~ obviously coincides with the map ~: 0~----0~ considered in the 

preceding item. Hence, ~i~o~IO~) ~4 =~ (~I0~). From this we get that A~)(~)= ~i)~ ~ • 

finishes the proof of the theorem. 

(2.3) Dold-Thom Construction. In order to apply Theorem (2.2), we need the construc- 
tion of the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces given by Dold and Thom [5]. It is important for us 
that the Eilenberg--MacLane spaces obtained as a result of this construction turn out to be 
topological groups. We recall it briefly, referring the reader for details to the Dold-Thom 
paper [5] or to Geoghegan [8], which contains a good survey of ideas connected with the Dold- 
Thom construction. 

Let X be a topological space. We consider the free Abelian group ~ ~ ~K), generated by 

X as a set. Thus, the elements of the group ~ ~(~) are finite formal sums of the form 
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" ~ ,  where ~ E ~ %  . The topology of the space X induces a topology on AG(%) ; if x 

is a countable simplicial space,t then A ~(X)with this topology turns out to be a topological 

Abelian group. Along with A ~ (%) one can also consider the quotient-groups A & [X,~)= AG(K)/ 

A ~ (~), where~E ~ , provided with the quotient-topologies. If X is a countable simplicial 

space,t then ~[%) and AGQX,m) are homeomorphic to cell spaces. The main result of Dold and 

Thom is the following. 

(2.3.1) THEOREM. If X is a countable simplicial space, then the homotopy groups ~ • 

[A&[%D are naturally isomorphic with the singular homology groups H~(X~Z), and the groups 

~(A~[X~)) are naturally isomorphic with the groups H'[X~ Z/~ ~). 

(2.3.2) COROLLARY. If ~ is a countable Abelian group andw~}, then there exists a 

space of type K~7~), which is a topological Abelian group. 

Proof. Let X be a countable simplicial space, which is a Moore space of type [~7~) , 

i.e., such that H~[X,~)=~, H~i% ,Z)-0 for i-0~, andHo(~Z) ~Z (the latter means that 

X is connected). Then the connected component of zero in A~ IX)is a topological Abelian 

group and a space of type Ki~W). 

One can construct the Moore space X in the following way. We represent ~ as a quotient 

group of a free Abelian group: ~-F~/F,, where ~Fo is a free Abelian group. Since subgroups 

of free Abelian groups are themselves free Abelian, [~ is also a free Abelian group. The 

inclusion ~:~ =~ can be realized by a map i*:H~(~)--~H~<~), where 5~,B0 are bouquets of 

n-dimensional spheres and i:~--'5~ is a continuous map. Let ~ be a bouquet of i~+{) -dimen- 

sional balls, such that ~ is the corresponding bouquet of bounding spheres. Attaching ~ 

to 50 by the map j, we get a cellular space ~ ,which is a Moore space of type (~,~) . If 

is a countable group, then the group ~0 can be taken to have a countable number of Benera- 

tors. Then the groups F0 and F[ will be countable and $ will be a countable cellular space. 

As is known (cf. [16, Lemma 2.3.4.2]) each countable cellular space is homotopy equivalent 

to some countable simplicial space. Applying this result to~$ , we get the Moore space needed. 

If i~ is a finitely generated group, then a space of type K(~ , which is a topological 

Abelian group, can be constructed even more simply. By the Dold-Thom theorem the connected 

components of zero of the groups ~G~ and A~Q$~,~) are spaces of type K QZ~ andK~Z/~,~), 

respectively. Taking the product of several such spaces, we get a space of type K<~s 

(2.3.3) LEMMA. Let G be a topological Abelian group, which is a space of type Ki~). 

Then the universal principalG-bundle IP&:E&--'5~ is homotopy equivalent to the hniversal 

principal K<~)-bundle (in the sense of homotopy theory; cf. [19, Sec. 8.2]), i.e., the 

bundle P: PK i~, ~ +I) _-~Ki~ ~+0, where ?K [~, ~+~) is the space of paths in K ~ ~+I) starting 

at some fixed point and p maps a path to its end. 

Proof. Since E~ is contractible, it follows from the homotopy sequence of the bundle 

p~:E~----~B~ that B& is a space of typelKi~,w+l). 

alence. To the diagram of solid arrows 

Let ~:!B~---K(~+I) be some homotopy equiv- 

*We use the terminology of [16]. 

E~ -,- PK (Or~ ~ +0 

Pol 
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one can add the dashed arrow to get a commutative diagram, in fact, since E~ is contractible, 

bop& is homotopic to a constant map, which obviously lifts to PK(~,~+I); by the covering 

homotopy theorem, bop~ also lifts. Since E G and PKC~,~+I ) are contractible, the completed 

diagram defines an equivalence of bundles. 

(2.4) THEOREM. Let X be a countable cellular space. If X is simply connected, then 

~ Q>L) = 0 for ~ ~ i and moreover, there exists a chain homotopy 

o I 

between id and 0, such that IIK~ll~i for all n. 

Proof. First we recall the standard procedure for killing homotopy groups. Let $ be a 

space such that ~(Y)-0 for ~<~. As is known, there exists a map i: ~--~ Ki~i~)~) such 

chat ~i) is an isomorphism. Let Z---y be the bundle induced by the map j from the uni- 

versal bundle P: PKi~(~/),~) ~K~(~),~) [cf. (2.3.3)]. Then ~IZ)=0 for ~<~+i and 

,~iZ)=~Li$)for ~> ~+I. Cf. [7, Sec. 23]. If W~/) is a countable group, then in this con- 

struction ~ne can replace p: pKi~r ~ Q~),~)---~KQ~Q$)~ ) by the universal principal G-bundle 

P~: E&--*B~for some topological Abelian group G. It suffices to use lemma (2.3.3) and Corol- 

lary (2.3.2). After this substitution Z--~ / will also be a principal G-bundle. 

Since X is a countable cellular space, all its homotopy groups are countable. Hence, 

using these arguments, we can construct an infinite sequence of maps 

�9 . .  P--~ X~ P~ X~_i---". . .  P~- X~. P~-)q 

such that XI=X , ~ QX~)=0 for ~,~Q~)=~(X) for ~ >0 and each map pm:X~,l ~Xm is 

a principal G~ -bundle for some topological Abelian group ~ , which has the homotopy type of 

KQ~+iiX)~). We note that by Theorem (2,2) the induced maps 

/k,~ < ~ 
are injective (since induces a left inverse map for P~). It follows from this in par- 

ticular that H*~K)=0, if some X~ is contractible [since then H*i%~)-0 by point (1.2)]. 

The latter holds if and only if X has only a finite number of nonzero homotopy groups. In 

order to understand the general case and to construct a contracting homotopy, we need addi- 

tional considerations. 

A~ "B *  < , B ~< II = I .  Such a map Let ~: ~X~,~) {X~) be a chain map such that A~op~= ~ and II ~ 

exists, by Theorem (2.2). We construct, for each ~;~I a partial contracting homotopy K ~ : 

o 

R B tx,O B (.x ") B (.x,O 

such that IIKL~<I for all ~ ~ and All= ~ ~ ~ = Kk for ~ ~ IV. Let us assume that the homo- 

topy K ~ has already been constructed and define the sequence of maps 

S'tX> ' " 

by the formula Kb=~~176176 ~ for any ~ .  This expression is actually in- 

I<~ +~ p~= K~ for ~ ~ Calculation shows that K is a contracting dependent of m, since ~~ ~ 

o . - A l  .. . .  oAw~_lo~oK~ ,,p~_l<,...o p~ -t- Alo...ol~.ioK~+lo-oop,,,_io.. ~> homotopy: ' O o K i + K ~ + I o ' ~ = ~ o A ~  . + . .  p~o'a * " '~' " " " " " * 

d , , - , o  "oPt A" " " " . . .  - l o . . . o A ~ , _ i o p ~ _ i  . . . .  opi:b$, where I)~ (we have used the 
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fact that ~o m ~ K~ +Ki,,4.,,9-~) Moreover, since IA~I, ~KFI,I~I~I~ ~Kjl~<i also. Thus, K is 

the chain homotopy needed, and in particular, ~*<X)-0. To complete the proof it remains to 

construct the sequence of homotopies K ~ 

[In order to prove that H~i~)=0 for ~<~ and to construct a partial contracting homotopy 

R - B~ ~ E~(X)- ....---~"+~(,X) 

it suffices, as is easy to see, to have the one partial homotopy K ~§ . Thus at least half 

the remainder of the proof is necessary only to construct a complete contracting homotopy. ] 

In order to construct a partial contracting homotopy Km: 

B , " 

t 

such that IK~<.~ for all i, it suffices to construct a sequence of maps 

So 

such that 8L~)-- ~- ~i~=~ L (9~) for ~e Sb {X~'), where the last equality is understood 

as equality in the group of chains C~+ i <X~) �9 In fact, the maps 5~§ ~-E~ ~ fk)i~) are induced 

by L, and constitute such a homotopy; they automatically have norm <J. The maps L are con- 

structed in the standard way. Namely, we choose a point ~ ~ )i~ and set L ~)= b~, where b~ 

is a 0-simplex with image b~. For each singular 0-simplex ~'A0--~X, we join #<A~) with ~ 

by a path in X~ ; as a result we get a singular l-simplex L~) , such that 9g(~)=~-L(l) . 

For any 1-simplex d:A~ ~-~ the three l-simplices L(S0~'),~,L(O~d) together constitute a 
loop, which is homotopic to 0 (since %~ is simply connected). Hence there exists a 2-simplex 

L<~). ~z ---+X, such that ILi~)=~-L@0~)+Lig~) �9 Since X~ is n-connected, this construction 

can be continued and one gets the sequence of maps needed. 

K ~ It remains for us to arrange that the homotopies , constructed from the sequences L, 

are compatible in the sense that A~o_~ o p~ = K~ . For this, it is sufficient that the 

iollowing condition hold:p~~ = L opm, where we have denoted the map 8~(X~+i )---~), 

induced by the projection P~, by the same symbol P~. In fact, if this condition holds, 

then A., . . . .  ~,~ ~ p&(~) A,~ , (~ p~) =A~i{op~~176 }oL = K?(})  . Maps 

L such that p~oL=L.p~ can be constructed in the following way. Firstly, we choose the 

pointsb~ X~, which take part in the construction of L so that ?~(~+~)=~for all n. In 

addition, we assume that the maps L:S~[%m)---~6~+lQ~,) have already been constructed in the 

way recounted above for ~p<~ and ~r~-w+l~ i-1 , while our condition hols when it makes 

sense. Let 6": ~ "-'---~'X,4, be some singular j-simplex and ~ = i(~). Let 6'~:~j---~){~+l be an 

arbitrary simplex such that p~,[~~)=6 We need to define h(6 ~) so that P~(L(~~)) is equal 

to ~. The boundary of the simplex h(#') is already defined and we can take as L[6 ~) any 

simplex ~7 ~ with this boundary. So it suffices for us to show that among them there is a 

simplex ~~ such that P~(~/~)=~ . In other words, it suffices for us to show that among the 

simplices ~~, such that p~ (%-~)~, there is a simplex with the boundary needed. This given 

boundary defines a map~:~i+ l ---~)~+i, where ~Ai+ i is the geometric boundary of the simplex 

&i+~. In addition it follows from the inductive hypothesis that ~ covers, in the bundle Pm, 

the restriction q~I~fki+t. Now we choose an arbitrary simplex ~ such that p~(~[)~. Since 
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covers ~i~i+~, one has that ~ differs from ~[/S~i+i by some map ~:~Ai+ i---~ (we 

recall that ~:X~+~-~X~ is a principal &~ -bundle). Since the group ~ isiw-l) -connected 

and i~-I , we can extend g to a map ~:Ai+i---~G~, and take as ~~ the map~i~- ~ ~.~ , 

which differs from~[ by ~ . Thus we have constructed the necessary ~ = h i~-). The last 

step is the construction of the map h:$~ [~+I) ~ g~,~QX~§ which goes easily just as was 

described in the preceding item: the condition p~oh = h~ here does not make sense. 

Thus, the maps L, and with them the homotopies K ~ are constructed. This proves the 

theorem. 

3. Bounded CohomoloEy of Discrete Groups 

In this section G denotes a discrete group. 

(3.1) Bounded G-Modules. By a bounded left G-module we mean a real Banach space V to- 

gether with a left action of G on V, such that ~'~II< H~N for all~e~, ~V. Thus, each 

element g of G determines a bounded linear operator V ---~V , whose norm ~I. One defines 

bounded right G-modules analogously. We shall call bounded left G-modules simply G-modules. 

Let V and W be two G-modules. By a G-morphism from V to W we shall mean a bounded lin- 

ear operator V--~W, commuting with the action of G. Thus, the G-modules form a category. 

The simplest and an important example of a G-module is ~ , considered together with the 

trivial action of G. Another important example of a G-module is ~ (~), where ~ = ~ ,  
n times 

considered together with the following action: ~-~(~ ~)=~i..~-i,~)" More generally, 

for any Banach space V we an consider the space B~,V) of functions ~: ~ ,V , such that 

~=$~~ ~ ~ ~}<~.BI~,V) is a Banach space with norm II U, and the action defined by 

~ ~ ~)--~ (~)turns it into a (bounded) G-module. It is clear that ~(~+~ is isomorphic 

with ~(~ ~(~, where ~(~) is considered simply as a Banach space. 

(3.2) Relatively Injective G-Modules. An injective G-morphism of G-modules ~: V~ ~V a 

will be called strongly injective, if there exists a bounded linear operator ~:Vg >V~, such 

that#o~-- ~$ and ~ J  ( ~ is not assumed to be a morphism of G-modules). We shall call 

the G-module U relatively in~ective~ if for any strongly injective G-morphism of G-modules 

~: ~---V~ and any G-morphism of G-modules ~:V~---~ there exists a G-morphism ~:V~ >~ , 

such that ~~ =~ and ~ ~ II~. The definition is illustrated by the diagram 

v~ ~ v~ ~~ = 

v 

/ (3.2.1) Z / ~  

(3.2.2) LEMMA. For any Banach space V the G-module ~ It,V) is relatively injective. 

particular, the G-modules ~ QG ~) are relatively injective. 

Proof. We consider the situation pictured in diagram (3.2.1), in which ~ =~IGrV) and 

we need to construct ~ , and all the rest is given. We define ~ by the formula ~ i~) (~) = 

~@ i~'~))i~). A calculation, which contrary to tradition we give, shows that ~ commutes 

with the action of G and that ~=~. Namely, ~i~'~)(~)=~ i~'(~'~)))~i) --~(~i)- 

~(~)(~). Moreover, obviously n~i~X~)l.H~(~i~-~O)ll!<~i~i~.~D]l~[z|.K~[.l~.r ~ ~U'IICU It 

In 
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follows from this that ~ is a bounded operator and that ll~<~g~ , which finishes the proof. 

(--3.3) Resolutions. By a resolution or more precisely a G-resolution of a G-module V we 
mean a sequence of G-modules and G-morphisms of the form 

(3.3.1) o---*v-~-',v, ~-~-~ v, ~--~.' v~ . . . . . .  

which is exact as a sequence of vector spaces. The resolution (3o3.1) is said to be strong, 
if it is provided with a contracting homotopy, i.e., a sequence of linear operators 

such that ~_**K~+K~+i.~=~ for ~ >0 and Ko~ and this contradicting homotopy satis- 

fies the condition lIKe, If< ~ for all n. The resolution (3.3.1) is said to be relatively injec- 

tive, if all the G-modules ~ are relatively injective. The following fact is fundamental. 

(3.3.2) LEMMA. Let U and V be two G-modules, 

o a~ __l ~ ~ . . .  
Ko K ~ K z 

be a strong resolution of the G-module U, and 

o--.-v !~.Vo ~ v ,  ~ . . .  

be a complex (i.e., $~+f,~ = 0for ~>-l)of relativelyinjective G-modules. Then any G-mor- 

phism W:~#---~V can be extended to a G-morphism of complexes, i.e., to a commutative diagram 

0 - - - "  V .... Vo - V i . = - - , - . , ,  

in which ~, ~ are G-morphisms. Any two extensions are chain homotopic, where the homo- 

topy can be made up of G-morphisms. 

The proof is standard. An appropriate reference is [12, Chap. I, Proposition 2.2]. The 

condition ~K~II~I is automatically included in it in view of the definition of relative injec- 

tivity. 

(3.4) Standard Resolution of the Trivial G-Module ~ . We consider the sequence of G- 

modules and G-morphisms 

o .~ ~--~BCG) ~--~ ~ ~(~J~-' ~<~b .... , (3.4.1) 

where 

and the sequence of linear operators 

where K~(~)(~0,...~_i)=~[~0,...,~.Ljl). It is clear that &~,~>-I are G-morphisms and that 

K~I. A standard calculation shows that ~§ for all W>-J and that (3.4.2) is a 

contracting homotopy for (3.4.1). In particular, the sequence (3.4.1) is exact. Thus, the 

sequence (3.4.1) together with the contracting homotopy (3.4.2) is a strong resolution of the 
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G-module ~ , which is called the standard resolution. By Lemma (3.2.2) this resolution is 

relatively injective. 

(3.5) Bounded Cohomology Groups of G. For any G-module V we denote by V G the space of 

G-invariant elements in V, i.e., V ~= ~V:~-@ for all~G}. For any strong relatively 

injective resolution 

0 ~ R ~ V o ~ V i ~ V ~ . . .  

of the trivial G-module ~ , the induced sequence 

0 

is a complex (this is true for any resolution), and as we see at once, the cohomology of this 

complex depends only on G. Its n-th cohomology group is called the n-th b0unded cohomology 

group of G and is denoted by H~Q~). 

Let 
0 - R  . , ~ - - - V o ~ V I ~ V z ~ . . .  j 

0---.-~ ~ o ~ i ~ z ~ . . ,  

be two strong relatively injective resolutions, which we denote by ~ and ~, respectively. 

By Lemma (3.2.2) the identity map ~d ~ extends to morphisms of resolutions ~:~---% , i : ~/--~ " 

Here the maps ion: ~ ~ ~ and b~ i " ~--~ are chain homotopic to ~tr and ~b , respec- 

tively (since they start with b~R ) and the homotopies can be composed of G-morphisms. The 

map ~.~---~/ induces a map of complexes 

0 . . . .  

which we denote by ~ ~ ; analogously we define i ~ Since the homotopy between i oh and b~g 

is composed of G-morphisms, it defines a homotopy between i Go 6~and ~$ . Analogously, ~Goi~ 

is chain homotopic to ~ . Hence ~G induces an isomorphism of cohomology (as does i ~ also). 

Since any two extensions ~--~ are chain homotopic by Lemma (3.3.2), this isomorphism is 

uniquely determined. Thus, the cohomologies of the complexes 

o v#-- vs , . . .  , 

are canonically isomorphic. Hence the groups H~6)really depend only on G. 

The groups H~i~) have a canonical topological vector space structure. In fact, since 

X/~7 ~ >~0are topological vector (even Banach) spaces, nhe cohomology groups of the complex 

0 ~' , /~ ,.V~ ~ , -V~ , . . . .  

have natural topological vector space structures. Since the maps ~ e i 6 constructed in the 

preceding item are obviously continuous, this structure depends only on G. The spaces H~(G) 

a priori can turn out to be non-Hausdorff, if the image of V~_~ in V~ is nonclosed. However 

it is unknown whether this actually happens. 

The cohomology groups of the complex 

0 ,- V ~ - - V I 6  - -  V #  ----~. �9 �9 
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have a natural seminorm, which induces a topological vector space structure. In fact, each 
cohomology group'is quotient space of a normed space. Since the factorization is by a sub- 
space which might turn out to be nonclosed, we get in general a seminorm and not a norm. This 

seminorm defines a seminorm on m~(~) , which, however, depends on the choice of resolution. 

In fact, we can, for example, multiply the norms in the spaces V~ for @> some m by any num- 

ber > 1. The new resolution will as before be strong and relatively injective and will in- 

duce a different seminorm on H~G) 
We define the canonical seminorm on H~iG) as the infimum of the seminorms which arise 

from all resolutions. As we shall see in the next point, this infimum is achieved by the 
standard resolution. And in point (3.8) and the following section we shall see that it is 
achieved by other important resolutions also. 

(3.6) THEOREM. Let 

o---~ .~_ ~,o ~ ~ ~ . . ,  
K~ K~ 

be a strong resolution of the trivial G-module ~ . There exists a morphism of this resolu- 
tion to the standard resolution 

0 ~ R --~ ~ ' o - - - "  ~i - - - -  . . ,  

o - - , .  R -  , e,(~)----,-5(GO . . . . .  

extending {~e and such that II~m~'4.~- for all W>0 
Proof. We define ~ by the formula 

I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  ~4~.pgo,...,9)=~4{Xb...,9~), so t h a t  ~ -  c o ~ u t e s  w~th  C. Moreover~ since 

phism and ~#~I~ ~ . It remains for us to verify that ~o~=i~+iod ~ for all n. We prove this 

by induction on n. We start with @=-i :~0(~.i(C))(]0) = K~<~0d-i!C)) = K0i~d[~0.C))=K0o~_i(C)=C 

and ~-ti'&_~[C))(~0)=dd[C)(~0)-C . Let us now assume that i~_io~..{=~=d~_ i and we prove that ~os = 

~ioI~ We note that 

We calculate %~.+i~ , using this formula 

~ ( ~ ) ( ~ 0 , . . . , ~ , _ , , 9 9 . , ) - L , _ ~ ( ~ , _ , ( K ~ , d ) ) ( 1 ~  = 

0 ~<~Xg,...,b-,,gb,)-(- ) ~-,(K~.~)9,,. . . ,9 ) -~<-  ) ~.,(K~q~,~)<~0,...,~,,...,b )= 
�9 ~ , ~ 0  ~ 0 

".')+(- ) + 

( - 0 " % , ( ~ ) ( I , , . . . , b , ~ , + , )  + ~ ( _ { - )  ,(~){~o, ..,~+~ . . b d =  i,=~ 

[The transition ~ uses the formula i~_ ioK~+K~+i{ {~=I~[  , and the transition ~ the inductive 

hypothesis 6~-;o~_~-~~ .] Thus, the theorem is proved. 
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(3.6.1) COROLLARY. The seminorm on H*<G), defined by the standard resolution, coincides 
with the canonical seminorm. 

(3.7) Functoriality. The standard resolution obviously depends on G functorially. Hence 

H*i~) is a contravariant functor on G. This functoriality can also be described in terms of 

arbitrary resolutions. Suppose given a homomorphism ~:~ ~H. Then any H-module can be 

considered as a G-module, defining the action of G by the formula (%~) , ~[~).~. in par- 

ticular, any (strong) H-resolution of the H-module ~ turns out to be a (strong) G-resolution 

of the G-module ~ . 

It is true that generally one loses the property of relative injectivity here. Let 

0 - R~---~o~i--~'... 
0 �9 R ~ - - - . - ~ - - ; - r V ~ . . .  

be strong relatively injective H- and G-resolutions, respectively. Considering the first of 
them as a G-resolution and applying Lemma (3.3.2), we get a G-morphism of resolutions 

0 ---R " ~ o  ~ - - " , . .  

0 -R -'Vo ' Vi ---'.. �9 

so that ~(~[~)=~'~) . It follows from the last formula that ~(~)C V~ and hence this 

morphism of resolutions induces a map H'i H) ~ H~[~). As in point (3.5), it follows from Lem- 

ma (3.3.2) that this map depends only on @ (and is independent of the choice of resolutions 

and the morphism {~} ). We denote it by ~ . It follows from Theorem (3.6) that ~(~)II~II~, 

i.e., ~ <i �9 This can also be seen directly, considering the standard resolutions. 

As an illustration we give analogs of two classical facts of the theory of cohomology 
of groups. 

(3.7.1) Proposition. Let ~oG~ and ~:~---6be defined by the formula~i~)-~o~i 

Then ~*: ~*(G)---~H*(G) is the identity map. 

Proof. Let 

0--~R~ ~, ~.~_ ~i~ . . .  

be a strong injective resolution. We define ~ - - ~  by the formula ~(~)=~.~. Then 

~<~=~i~ '~l).[=~i~= ~[). Hence ~ can beused for calculating ~. On the other 

hand, obviously ~ l ~ = b ~ .  

( 3 . 7 . 2 )  COROLLARY. Le t  N be a normal  subgroup  of  t h e  group G. Then t h e  a c t i o n  o f  G on 

N by c o n j u g a t i o n  i n d u c e s  an a c t i o n  o f  t h e  group a / u  on 

The r e a d e r  can n o t e  t h a t  t h i s  p o i n t  c o r r e s p o n d s  e x a c t l y  w i t h  s e c t i o n  I I . 6  o f  [ 3 ] .  

( 3 . 8 )  F a c t o r i z a t i o n  by Amenable Normal Subgroups .  Le t  A be an amenable  normal  subgroup  

of  t h e  group G. As was e x p l a i n e d  in  p o i n t  ( 3 . 7 ) ,  5 ( ~ / ~ )  i s  n o t  o n l y  a G/A - bu t  a l s o  a G- 

module. The action of G is given by ~.~<Ak)=I(~) . (we write the elements of the quotient 

group ~/~ as right comets.) The canonial map ~: ~(~/A) -5(G) is a G-morphism and its norm 

(3.8.1) LEMMA. There exists a G-morphism~:5<G)---5(&/A) such that ~o~=~&and ~<i. 

Proof. Let ~:5(~ ~ ~ be a right-invariant mean so that ~&<s where, as usual, 

~.~ (~)= ~ (~ ~). On any comet Ah, the group A acts freely and transitively on the left, so 

that m defines a mean ~:51~s ) ~ in accord with point (2.1): ~[~=~w~;) , where ~(~)= 

~(~)!. We define ~ by the formula~(~)i~)=~(;IA~ ) . Since ~ is a mean, one has ~o~=~i 
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and~II4{ �9 We verify that ~ commutes with the action of G. In fact,~(~)(A~)=~(;)(~)= 

~IIA~) and ~(~XA~)=~(~IA~ But~IA~!=~(~, where ~(~) =~(~) and~(~IA~)=~(~ ) , 

~f A~ The is proved. where1111~)=~;(~=~(s ~ . Obviously, @=~ and hence ~.~(~)(A~)= \~;)( ~. lemma 

(3.8.2) COROLLARY. There exists a G-morphism ~; B (~)f--~B~/~ ~) such that ~o~ = ~i 

andlI~FII < i , where ~: B ~G/A) ~)----.B~G) is the canonial map. [ 5(G ~ and B~G/~) ~) are con- 

sidered with the structure of G- and, respectively, G/A -modules, introduced in point (3.1). 

The homomorphism ~---~/A defines a G-module structure in 5~G/A)*).] 

�9 �9 G ~ Proof We note that [G/A) ~= G~/~. Hence Le~ma (3.8 i) provides a -morphism ~: 

~<G~)--~5(<~/A) ~) such that $o~ = ~& and II~ < ~ �9 However the G-module structure on ~ ~G ~) is 

the restriction of the canonical ~ -module structure: ~.~ =({~..~)'~ , and the matter is 

analogous with 5i<G/A)~). Hence ~ is also a G-morphism. 

(3.8.3) LEMMA. ~([G/~) ~) is a relatively injective G-module. 

Proof. We consider the diagram 

V~ L ~V~ 

i n  wh ich  we a r e  g i v e n  a s t r o n g l y  i n j e c t i v e  G - m o r p h i s m  j and a G-morph i sm ~ and we need  t o  

c o n s t r u c t  a G-morph i sm g, such  t h a t  ~~  = ~ and II~ll<llzll. M o r e o v e r ,  in  t h e  d i a g r a m  t h e  c a n o n -  

i c a l  G-morphism ~: B~G/A)~  ~ ~(G ~) and t h e  G-morphism ~ c o n s t r u c t e d  in  C o r o l l a r y  (3.a.a)  a r e  

p i c t u r e d .  S i n c e  g ~ G ~  i s  a r e l a t i v e l y  i n j e c t i v e  G-module ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a G-morphism g : V a - - - ~  

8(G~, such that ~~ = ~og and II~II ~ II~~ llall . We let ~ =~o~ . Then ~o i = $o ~os = Z 

and II ~II < ;I ~ II II ~ I; < I; ~ ~ < U i ;I. 

Now we prove the main result of this point. 

(3.8.4) THEOREM. The map ~*:^* ^~ H (~/~-~H (~) , induced by the canonical homomorphism ~: 

~/A, is an isometric isomorphism (i.e., it preserves the canonical seminorm). 

Proof. We consider the standard~/A -resolution of the ~/A -module ~. By Lemma (3.8.3) 

it consists of relatively injective G-modules. Thus, it is a strong relative G-resolution of 

the G-module ~ (the contracting homotopy for G is the same as for ~/A ) and it can be used 

for calculating H*(G) at least as a topological vector space. We note that V ~fA = V & for 

any G/A -module V, in particular for V=~GIA~) (here only the fact that the homomorphism 

G-~-~/A is surjective is important). It follows from this that the map ~: H*~G/A)--I~H~(G) 

is an isomorphism (to calculate ~ one can use the identity map of the standard ~/A -reso- 
lution). 

It remains to verify that ~ is an isometry. It is clear that ~ carries the canonical 

seminorm on H*[G/A), induced by the standard G/A -resolution, considered as a G-resolution. 

By definition of the canonical seminorm, this seminorm on H*(G) is not less than the canonial 

one so that II~(~)ll ~ II~II for all ;eH*<G/A), where II II denotes the canonical seminorm. On 

the other hand, II~II < ~ , i.e., I!~(~)II< II;~ for all ; ~ H*~G/A), by point (3.7). Hence ~* 

is an isometry. 

(3.9) Remarks. (3.9.1). It is unknown whether there exists a group G and a nonzero 

cohomology class ~ ~ m~(~) , such that Ilmll = 0 In other words, it is not impossible that 
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the canonical seminorm is a norm.* In any case, the elements with zero norm form a closed 

subspace H*(G) and the quotient-space by this subspace is a Banach space. The latter follows 

from the fact that in the notation of point (3.5) the subspaces ~ are obviously closed in 

and consequently the subspaces Ke~[V~----~V~+~] are closed. 

(3.9.2) In the definition of ~*(~)if one replaced the trivial G-module ~ by an arbi- 

trary bounded G-module V, one can define te bounded cohomology of the group G with coeffi- 

cients in V, which one denotes by H*(G~V). We leave it to the reader along with the problem 

of extending to H~(G~V) the basic properties of the groups H*(~). New possibilities are con- 

nected with cohomology with nontrivial coefficients, for example, the construction of an 

analog of the Serre-Hochschild spectral sequence. 

(3.9.3) Using the standard resolution, it is easy to prove that H~(G)=0 for all G. The 

fact is that there do not exist nontrivial bounded homomorphisms G---R o 

4. Bounded Cohomology of Nonsimply Connected Spaces 

(4.1) THEOREM. Let X be a connected countable cellular space. Then m*(%) is canonically 
^ 

isomorphic with * ). This isomorphism carries the seminorm in H~(~) to the canonical 

seminorm in H (~(~)). 

Proof. Let $ -~i(%) �9 Let p;X~-----'X be the universal covering of the space X, so that 

acts freely on X ~ and X~/~ -%. The action of ~ on X ~ induces an action of ~ on the 

groups of bounded cochains B ~ I%~) and thus turns them into bounded ~-modules. We show that 

these ~-modules are relatively injective. We choose some fundamental set for the action of 

on ~~, i.e., a set F ~X ~ , such that F intersects each ~-orbit in exactly one point. Let 

$~i%~ F) be the set of those singular simplices ~ >X ~ , which carry the first vertex of 

the simplex ~ into F. Obviously the ~ -module ~(X ~) is (isometrically) isomorphic with the 

-module Bi~t~(S~X~F))) �9 The latter is relatively injective by Lemma (3.2.2). 

Now we consider the sequence 

-B~  -LB'(x ") 
Since ~~ is simply connected, by Theorem (2.4), m*(~~)=0 for ~ ~. Hence the sequence 

(4.1.1) is exact [the exactness at the term B~(%~) is obvious], and thus is a ~-resolution 

of the trivial ~ -module ~. By the preceding item this resolution is relatively injective. 

Moreover, the chain homotopy constructed in Theorem (2.4) lets us turn this resolution into 

a strong one. Hence the bounded cohomology groups of ~ coincide as topological vector spaces 

with the cohomology of the subcomplex of ~ -invariant cochains 

o  s~ ,B'(X'f  , . . . . .  
The map p*: B*(~) -----~B~(~ ~) establishes an isomorphism (obviously isometric) between ~(X) 

and 6*(X~) ~ and commutes with the differentials. Hence the bounded cohomology of the group 

coincides (as topological vector spaces) with the cohomology of the complex 

i.e., with the bounded cohomology of the space X. 

*The author recently was able to prove that the canonical seminorm is always a nor on H~(G) . 
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^~ 

It remains for us to prove that the isomorphism constructed between H (~) and H~(K) is 

isometric. Let II~'II, as usual, be the canonical seminorm in H*{~) and let ~'~K be the semi- 

norm in H~(~), defined by the resolution (4.1.i). By definition of the canonical seminorm 

~'~ ~ ~'~K, so that it suffices for us to prove that ~'~x ~ ~'~. For this, in its own right, 

it suffices to construct a ~ -morphism of the standard resolution (3.4) into the resolution 

(4.1.1), consisting of maps of norm ~] [since the seminorm defined by the standard resolu- 

tion coincides with the canonical one by Corollary (3.6.1)]. 

Let F , as above, be some fundamental set for the action of ~ on ~-. For each singular 

simplex ~:~---~X ~ we set ~)=(~o,...,~), where ~o,. ,~ are elements of the group ~, 

such that 

. . . . . . . .  . ~  . . . .  

where ~ is the i-th vertex of the simplex .~.. We define a map W~: SiG ~§ -- 5~(X ~) 

by ~)(~)=~(~. One verifies directly that the ~commute with the differentials (in 

fact the definitions are so chosen tht this is obvious). Thus the ~ determine a $-mor- 

phism of the resolution 

o - - - -  R - - -  ~(m-) ~ B ( ~  ~) - - - . . . .  

o , : ,-s~ - - -  8 ' ( x D  -- .  

Since ~II~I obviously, we have found the necessary ~-morphism. The theorem is proved. 

(4.2) Possibly it is appropriate to explain the choice of formulas for ~ [point (3.4)], 

[point (3.6)], and ~ [point (4.1)] here by the following picture: 

We consider the group G as a category whose set of objects coincides with G and all sets of 

morphisms are singletons. We write the unique morphism from ~ and ~ as follows: ~-~ 

and we write the composition from left to right: the composition of -.~--~#~ and (~_!_~ 

�9 ~---. The numbers in the figure denote the numbers of the vertices of the is equal to ~ ~. 

simplex. 

(4.3) THEOREM. Let X l and X 2 be connected countable cellular spaces and let ~:Xi -X~ 

be a continuous map. If the homomorphism ~:~%j)---~(Xz)is surjective and its kernel is 

amenable, then the homomorphism ~*" H*(X~) " H*~Xi) is an isometric isomorphism. 

Proof. This follows from Theorems (4.1) and (3.8.4). 

(4.4) Borel Direct Cochains. In this point we discuss another method for calculating 

the bounded cohomology of a topologial space. 

Let X be a connected countable cellular space and let p: X~---~X be its universal cover- 

ing. We set Sr=~i(~ ) . The cochain ~ ~ ~i~~) will be called direct, if ~) depends only on 
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the vertices of the simplex ~ ~ 8~(X~). Such a cochain is essentially a function QX~)~+L--~R ~ 

If the direct cochain ~ e 5~ (~~) , considered as a function (~~)~ ~ ~ , is a Borel function 

[i.e., the preimage of any Borel set in ~ is a Borel set in ~~)~§ ], then we shall call it 

Borel. The Borel direct cochains form a subcomplex of the complex 5"(~~), which we denote by 

~B~[X~). The groups 85~ ~) have a natural norm, induced from 5~(~~), which turns them into 

Banach spaces. 

(4.4.1) THEOREM. The cohomology of the complex of z-invariant Borel direct cochains 

S ~ ~  ~ ~ SB~(~D ~ ~ S ~ C ~ ' ) ~ - - - . . .  

is canonically isometrically isomorphic with H*~). 

Proof. We fix a point ~X~. We define maps K~:SS~(X ~) =~5~-~(K~)~ ~i and K0:S5 ~ • 

(X ~) -~ by the formulas K~[~)(~i, .7~)=~<b~, .,~) and K0(1)= ~(b) , where we consider cochains 

from SS~Q~ ") as functions (~~)~§ R . A standard verification shows that 

Ko KI K~ 

i s  a s t rong  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  t he  t r i v i a l  ~ -module ~ .  We show t h a t  t h i s  s o l u t i o n  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  

i n j e c t i v e .  Le t  F be some Bo re l  fundamenta l  se t  f o r  t he  a c t i o n  o f  ~ on ~~ . We denote by V ~ 

the space of bounded Borel functions F• ~ , ~ ; the usual sup-norm turns V ~' into a Banach 

space. We consider the map ~ :$~(%~) =~i~,V~), defined by the formula ~(~)(~)[~0:-.-~)= 

~i~0~l~, .~), where~e~ ~0~F~ ~t~..~. One verifies directly that ~ is an isomorphism 

of bounded ~ -modules [cf. the proof of Theorem (4.1)]. It follows from this and from Lemma 

(3.2.2) that the modules $~(~') are relatively injective. 

Thus, our strong resolution is relatively injective. Hence the cohomology of the complex 

of ~ -invariant Borel direct cochains is isomorphic to H~i%) at least as topological spaces. 

The fact that this isomorphism is isometric, is verified in exactly the same way as the cor- 

responding fact in the proof of Theorem (4.1) [in fact the images of the maps ~ : B ( ~ §  - - "  

~(~~), constructed in this proof, lie in $B~(~~), if the set F is Borel]. 

(4.4.2) Remark. We call the cochain ; ~ $~(%~) antisymmetric~ if considered as a func- 

tion (~')~'~ - ~ , it changes sign upon interchange of any two arguments. Such cochains form 

a subcomplex of the complex S5~(~~), which we denote by A SS~(K~). The standard antisymmetri- 

zation operator A:gS*iX~)---~A~*[% ~) commutes with the action of ~ and shows that the in- 

clusion ~$B*QX~)~ $~* (~~)~ induces an isomorphism of cohomology. The cohomology map in- 

duced by the inclusion obviously has norm<l . Since A induces the inverse map and this map 

also has norm < I , we see that the isomorphism of cohomology is actually isometric. 

Thus, to calculate H~(%) one can use the complex AS~*(%~) ~ also. The antisymmetry 

condition plays an important (although also technial) role in Gromov's paper [ii], in par- 

ticular, in his proof of Corollary (6.3). In the realms of our approach it appears super- 

fluous. 

5. Relation with Ordinary Cohomology 

(5.1) The Case of Groups. Let G be a discrete group. One of the definitions of the 

cohomology groups H*(G) of the group G with coefficients in R is completely analogous to 
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the definition of bouned cohomology from Sec. 3. Namely, if in points (3.1)-(3.5) we replace 

the Banach spaces by vector spaces over [ , the spaces of bounded functions B(.) by the spaces 

of arbitrary functions C(') and omit all mention of norms, then we get one of the classical 

definitions of cohomology of groups [Lemmas (3.2.2) and (3.3.2) are valid in this situation 

also]; cf., e.g., [12]. 

The inclusion 

0 --~ R --~ B (,e) ~ m (,G') --... 

is a G-morphism of the standard resolutions and defines a natural map H~C,)---~H~(C-). This 

map can be described in terms of arbitrary resolutions also [cf. point (3.7)]. Namely, let 

0 ~[~ ~t~o~{L~... 

O--~R .,--~ Vo ~ V ~ . . .  

be strong relative injective resolutions in the sense of the theories of bounded and ordinary 
cohomology, respectively. Obviously the first is a strong resolution in the sense of the 
theory of ordinary cohomology also. Hence, by the analog of Lemma (3.3.2), there exists a G- 

morphism of the first resolution into the second, which defines a map H~(G)---~H~(G) . From 
the analog of Lemma (3.3.2) it follows that this map does not depend on the choice of the 
resolutions and the G-morphism connecting them. 

(5.2) Case of Topological Spaces. For any topological space X the inclusion of the 

spaces of bounded cochains in the space of all cochains defines a natural map H~(K)--~ H~QX). 
If X is a connected countable cellular space, this map is closely connected with the map 

H~(~r)--= H~), where ~F=~'~QX), constructed in point (5.1). Namely, there is a commutative 

diagram ^ 

1 
FI*(~) ~ H*(X) 

The vertical arrows of this diagram were just constructed. The upper arrow is the iso- 
morphism constructed in Theorem (4.1). The lower arrow is the lost famous part of the dia- 

gram. In our context it is naturally defined as follows. Let p:X~--~X be the universal cov- 

ering of the space X. Then the spaces of cochains C~(X ~) are S-modules, where these ~ - 

modules are relatively injective in the sense of the theory of ordinary cohomology. The lat- 

ter is proved exactly as the relative injectivity of the modules B~(% ~) is in the proof of 

Theorem (4.1). In additionlp ~ establishes an isomorphism between C~(~ and C~(~) ~ . Applying 

the analog of Lemma (3.3.2), we get a ~ -morphism of complexes 

0 ---R ~ C C~') ,- C(m') - - - . . .  
II ,t 

, o .  ,~------c(x-)----~c X- ) - - - - -  

wh ich  also defines a map:H~(~) ~H~(X) In the same way one gets the upper arrow H~(~)-- 

We verify the commutativity of our diagram. We consider the diagram of complexes ~T - 
modules ~ B (8i "~) ," ~()~~) 

c ~,~r*) - c *  (xD 
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nected space, then the natural map 

obtained 

in which B(~*) and C(~ are the standard resolutions and the arrows were just constructed. 

As was already said, B(~) is a strong resolution and~*i% ~) is a complex of relatively in- 

jective ~-modules in the sense of ordinary cohomology theory. Hence, it follows from the 

analog of Lemma (3.3.2) that the two morphisms B[~ - C ~ ~') obtained from this diagram 

are chain homotopic. Passing to the spaces of ~F-invariant elements and then to cohomology, 

we get that our original diagram is commutative. 

(5.3) Eilenberg--MacLane Spaces. The cohomology (ordinary and bounded) of the group G 
can be defined as the corresponding cohomology of the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G; i). The 
fact that this definition is equivalent with the definition in Sec. 3 of bounded cohomology 
follows from Theorem (4.1). In the case of ordinary eohomology this follows from the simpler 
analog of Theorem (4.1) (which we apply only to Eilenberg-MacLane spaces). If X is a con- 

X ~K(~I) , where ~ =~(%) defines maps H~[K(~, 
As an exercise the reader can verify that the diagram 

, I I 

is naturally isomorphic with the diagram in point (5.2). 

(5.4) Manifolds of Negative Curvature. Since Hirsch and Thurston [14] conceptually 
preceded the theory of bounded cohomology, it seems appropriate to consider a question from 

this paper from the point of view of this theory. We define ~ to be the smallest class of 

groups containing all amenable groups and satisfying the following conditions: if G~ H E~, 

then the free product ~*H E ~ ; if G has finite index in K and GE~, then K~ also. The 

question we are concerned with is the following; is it true that~(~)~ ~ for any closed 

Riemannian manifold ~ of negative curvature? A positive answer to this question was re- 

cently found by Gusevskii [13], which used completions of groups in the sense of Floyd [6] 

and the following theorem of Chen [4]: if ,~ is a closed Riemannian manifold of negative 

curvature and~(~)e~ , then the group ~i(~) is free.t We show how a positive answer to this 

question can be obtained by means of the theory of bounded cohomology. 

(5.4.1) THEOREM. IfGE~ , then the homomorphism H*(G) ~H*~G) is zero. 

Proof. First, if the group G is amenable, then H*(~)=O by point (3.8), so that the 

homomorphism H~!G) i "H*(6) is zero. Further, let us assume that H (G~)--~H (G~) is the zero 

homomorphism for i = I, 2. The canonical imbeddings G~ ~G**Ga~% =l,Z , induce the hori- 

zontal arrows in the following diagram: 

I 

This diagram is obviously commutative. Since, as is known, its lower arrow is an isomorphism, 

it follows from this that H (GI'G~) > i~i*~z) is the zero homomorpism. Finally, let us 

%If in addition ~ is orientable, then H~(~)#O, where ~=~l, and hence H~(~(~))* 0 [since 

~ is a space of type K[~[A~)~) ]. Since the cohomology of a free group is equal to 0 in 

dimensions >i, it follows from Chen's theorem that $,(~) ~ 6. In the nonorientable case one 
can use cohomology with twisted coefficients and get the same result. It is astonishing that 
the argument remains unchanged. 
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assume that G has finite index in K and the homomorphism ~(~) ~ H~Q~) is zero. The inclu-. 

sion ~ C K induces the horizontal arrows in the diagram 

Since t h i s  d iagram i s  commutat ive and i t s  lower  ar row is  i n j e c t i v e ,  as i s  known, we see t h a t  

A~iK)--~H~(K) i s  ~he zero homomorphism. 

The theorem o b v i o u s l y  f o l l o w s  from e v e r y t h i n g  sa id .  

( 5 . 4 . 2 )  Remark. I f  G ~ ,  then H*(G) ean be nonzero .  For example, i f  G i s  a f r e e  group 

with two generators, then ~ and A~(G)~0. cf. [2] or [ii]. 

(5.4.3) THEOREM. If ~ is a compact Riemannian manifold of negative curvature, then 

Proof. First let ~ be orientable. According to Thurston's theorem, whose proof can 

be found in [ii, 15, or 20], the homomorphism A~(~)~-~H~(~) is nonzero. In fact, its image 

contains the fundamental class of the manifold ~. By point (5.2), it follows from this that 

the homomorphism H~(~(~))---H~(~I(~ is also nonzero. Thus, ~)~@ by Theorem (5.4.1). 

If ~ is nonorientable, then we can apply the result just found to its orientable cov- 

ering and conclude that ~i(~) contains a subgroup of index 2, which is not in ~ . Hence it 

suffices for us to prove that the class G is closed with respect to passage to subgroups of 

finite index. This fact is easy to prove by induction, using Kurosh's theorem on the struc- 

ture of subgroups of a free product (cf., e.g., [17]) and the fact that (any) subgroups of 

amenable (cfo [I0], Theorem 1.2.5). We leave the details to the reader. 

6. Theorem on Coverings 

(6.1) Coverings. In the main theorem of this section [Theorem (6.2)] we are concerned 
with coverings of a topological space X. In order to make it possible to apply the preceding 
results, we restrict ourselves to coverings satisfying the following condition. 

(6.1.1.) The space X, all the elements of the covering, and all their finite intersec- 
tions, are homotopy equivalent with countable cellular spaces. 

Moreover, we require that the following condition of general topological character be 
satisfied. It is needed for the application of sheaf theory. 

(6.1.2) Either the covering is open or it is closed and locally finite and the space X 
is paracompact. 

For example, any covering of a countable cellular space by cellular subspaces and any 
covering of a manifold by open subsets satisfy both conditions (6.1.1) and (6.1.2). 

A connected subset $ of the space X will be called amenablem if the image of the inclu- 

sion homomorphism~i~Y) , ~(~) is an amenable group. For example, if the group ~i(~) is 

amenable, then Y is also amenable. This follows from the fact that quotient-groups of ame- 
nable groups are are amenable [cf. point (2.1)]. An arbitrary subset of the space X will be 
called amenable, if all its components are amenable. Finally, we shall call a covering of 
the space X amenable, if all its elements are amenable, and in addition it satisfies (6.1.1) 
and (6.1.2). 

(6.2) THEOREM. Let X be a topological space, ~ be an amenable covering of the space 

X, N be the nerve of this covering, and INI be the geometric realization of the nerve. Then 

the canonical map A~(X)--H~(X) factors through the map H~(INI)---H~(• . In other words, the 

diagram of solid arrows 
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(6.2.1) \ \ ~ / 

H*(,INI) 
can be completed by the dashed arrow so as to be commutative. 

Proof. First of all we show that the theorem reduces to the case when the fundamental 

groups of all components of elements of the covering and their finite intersections are ame- 

nable. Let ~ be some such component, and let �9 be some loop in ~ , which is null-homotopic 

in X. To X we attach a two-dimensional disk along the loop �9 (as boundary). Since �9 is 

null-homotopic in X, the fundamental group of the space X is unchanged by this, and so its 

bounded cohomology is unchanged. If we include the attached disks in those elements of the 

covering which contained [~ we get a covering of the new space which has the same serve 

as ~. Moreover, there is a natural map H ~ (X u attached disk)--~H~(%) Hence from the 
%' 

validity of the theorem for the space X with attached disk and its covering its validity 

for X and ~ also follows. Attaching disks in the way indicated we can kill the entire ker- 

nel of the inclusion ~i(~) ~(~) and thus turn ~ into a set with amenable fundamental group 

[since the image of the homomorphism ~i~)-~%(~) is amenable by hypothesis]. Doing this for 

all components ~, we reduce the theorem to the case when their fundamental groups are ame- 

nable, which is what was required. In the rest of the proof we shall consider this case only. 

Before going further, we recall that the nerve of a covering is a simplicial scheme (in 
the sense of [16, Point 2.2.3]), whose vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
elements of the covering, and whose simplices are those collections of vertices for which the 
intersection of the corresponding elements of the covering is nonempty. For any simplex 

we denote by I~ the intersection of elements of the covering corresponding to its vertices. 
It will be convenient for us to assume that the vertices of the nerve N are linearly ordered 
by some relation <. 

For p~5>o: we set 
C, P (,N, B ~) = (~r ~(J6'l) 

where Np is the set of p-dimensional simplices of the nerve N. Taking the direct sum of the 

complexes 

(~.~.~) 0 �9 IR �9 B~ O-! , - lS~( l~ ' i )  ~ , . . .  

over @ENp, we Bet for each p ~0 a complex 

0 -cP(,N) "CP(N,B ~ "cP(N,~ L) ~ . . .  

where cP(,N) are the real simplicial cochain groups of the nerve N. Further, for the simplex 

with vertices ~0<...<lYp we denote by 0~ the simplex with vertices ~0,...,~,...,~p (the vertex 

~ is omitted). The maps ~J%#l) - ~(1@[) , induced by the inclusions I~I ~ 10~I, define a 

chain map ~ : 

0 - cP-I(N) ' ~ cP'I(N, B ~ ; CP-~iN,B i) -... 

0 , C, P (N) > c,P (N .1~ ~ ----~C P(N,B ') . . . .  

[In more detail, o~op~r where ~o~. B~(l%@l)--~il~!) is induced by the inclusion, 

and ~" ~I~I) ~CP~N,~ ~) and p~" cP-~N,~)----~IB~I) are the natural inclusion and 

projection, respectively.] We set ~ =y~,~.01-I) ~ which is a chain map. Similarly we also 
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define a chain map 

o - - - , -  R - - - .  ~ ( x )  - - - -  B'(x) - - - ~ . . .  

1 1 1 
~.CON ~ . B o___ _l.. _i, o . ( )  C(N, ) CtN, b ) - - - , - . . . .  

All these maps together make up the commutative diagram 

o - - - - -  R ---- .B:(/ , )  ~ -- B~{x) ~ B~(X) , - . . .  
I ; I I 

o o '~ o l 
o --- c~ c (N,B)----C ~,N,B) ~ C~ . . . .  

O Ci(,N)----Ci(N,5 ~) ~ i ~ ~ i --- - - c  (N ,B ) - - - -  c (N,B) . . . .  

o - - - . -  d ( . ) - -  C~(N,B3 ~ d(N,B') ~ C~(N,B5 . . . .  
' l I I 

A standard calculation shows that the columns are complexes. In particular, the family 

<C~N~B~bp~%>0 together with the differentialsiO and ~is a double complex. 

Now we construct a homomorphismH~<X) ' ,H*0N[). For this we consider the total complex T 

defined above. By definition T ~= ~p§ CP(N,B ~) and the differential ~:T ~ -T ~§ is given 

by the formula &ICPiN,~ff) =B+i-I)P~ . The diagram (6.2.3) defines maps 

w~ere 5~(X) and C~N) are, respectively, the upper row and the left column of the diagram 

(6.2.3) without the group ~ . The second of these maps commutes with the differentials only 

up to sign (which does not hinder it from inducing a map in cohomology). The cohomology of 

the complex B~(X) is, of course, H~(K). The cohomology of the complex C~[N) is actually by 

definition the cohomology of the simplicial scheme N, which coincides with H*QINI). Thus, we 

have maps 

A*(x) ~ H*(T) and H~(INI) ~ H*(T). 

The second of these maps is, as we see at once, an isomorphism. Thus we get the promised 

homomorphism H~(X)---~H*~INI ) . In order to prove that H*(JNl) �9 H~(T) is an isomorphism, by 

the famous theorem on double complexes [which for the reader's convenience is cited in point 

(6~ it suffices to prove that all rows of the diagram (6.2.3), starting with the second, 

are exact. Each such row is the direct sum of several complexes of the form (6.2.2). For 

any ~ the group ~i~)is amenable and hence H*(]~I)=0 for * ~J [by Theorem (4.3)], i.e., 

the complex (6.2.2) is exact. Hence the rows of the diagram (6.2.3) are also exact. 

Thus, the map H~(%)----~H~(]N]) is constructed. It remains for us to prove the commuta- 

tivity of the diagram (6.2.1). As the first step we consider the diagram, analogous to 

(6.2.3), in whose construction, in place of Bg([~[~ one uses the groups C~([~l). We shall 

denote the analogs of the groups cP(N,B~ obtained by CF(N,C~. We note that the left columns 

of the old and new diagrams coincide, and that the old diagram maps naturally into the new 

one. For the sake of economy of space we shall picture these diagrams in the following way: 

B ~ (x) c~(• 
1 and 

c~(N) - c * , s ~) C~(N) - - , -  C <~, C ) 
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The cohomology of the complex C~(~which occurs in the second diagram, is nothing but H~(X). 
If its columns were exact, we could quickly finish the proof, using the same theorem on double 
complexes as above. Unfortunately this is not so and our next goal is to replace this dia- 
gram by an analogous one with exact columns. For this we use sheaf theory. 

For each p70 we consider the presheaf ~P on X, which assigns to the open set ~ the 

group of cochains GP(~) and to the inclusion ~ ~V the restriction homomorphism C~(~)---~0P(~). 

Let ~Pbe the sheaf generated by the presheaf 0 P. The differentials ~:CP(~)--~cP+I(~) con- 

stitute a morphism of presheaves ~:Cr---~C P+i . This morphism generates a morphism of sheaves 

~:~P >~P+i We can consider the diagram 

I 
(6. 2. 4) 

C (N ) - - - +  

which is analogous to (6.2.3), in whose construction, instead of the groupsB~{l~i) one uses 

the groups ~(IQi) [and also the differentials D: ~I~I) >~+~(~I) and restriction maps 

~(i~i)-- ,~(i~l)]. We consider the complexC*(N~q), which is the q-th column of this 

diagram without the groups ~(X)~ Its cohomology groups actually coincide by definition with 

the cohomology groups of the covering ~ with coefficients in the sheaf ~ Hence its 0- 

dimensional cohomology group is equal to ~}(X)(by, for example, Theorem 5.2.2 of Chap. II of 

[9], which is applicable in view of (6.1.2)). In order to calculate the remaining cohomology 

groups, we note that the sheaf ~ is flabby and soft (cf. [9], Chap. II, Example 3.9.1). From 

this and (6.2.1) it follows that the remaining cohomology groups of the covering ~ with co- 

efficients in the sheaf ~ are equal to 0 (cf. [9, Chap. II, Theorem 5.2.3]; if the covering 

is open, one uses the flabbiness of the sheaf ~, if it is closed, its softness). Thus, we 

see that the columns of the diagram (6.2.4) are exact, which is what was promised. 

Now we unite all our diagrams into one: 

r (N,B) , C*(N,C%---~ C~(N,~ 

c.(N)/" / / 
For convenience we have turned the l e f t  arrows of  the diagrams s l i g h t l y ,  The map o f  the sec- 

ond diagram into the third is induced, clearly, by the canonical maps of the presheaves C ~ 

into the sheaves ~, generated by them. 

Like i~P~N,$~))p,~>0, the families icP~N~p,~>0and Q~PQN~p,~>0 are double complexes. 

The total complexes of these double complexs will be denoted by T~ and T~ , respectively. The 

preceding diagram generates the diagram of (simple) complexes and chain maps 

T* 

�9 >c'ix)'- 

s I 

which, in its own right, generates the cohomology diagram 
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if I i4 
V CT ) (To) . . . . . .  H >I  / y 

H*(INI) ~ H*(INI) . . . . . . .  H*(INI) 

which, like all the preceding, is commutative. As we saw above, the map ~:H*(INI)-~H~(T~ is 

an isomorphism. Analogously, since the columns of the diagram (6.2.4) are exact, by the same 

theorem on double complexes [cf. point (6.5)], the map i~:H*[~*(X)) ~H~(T~) is an isomor- 

phism~ Moreover, the map k:H~[X)-----~H*~[X)) is an isomorphism as is proved in [19], Example 

6.7.9. Above we defined the map H~Q~)---~ H*(INI) as ~-i~i. Now we see that this map is con- 

tained in the commutative diagram 

whose horizontal arrow is, of course, the canonical map H*(X)-----H*(~). 

Thus, we have constructed the diagram promised in the formulation of the theorem. True 

the question of whether the map k-ioi~ i~ ~ coincides with the canonical map H~(INI)---'H*(X) 

remains. From the point of view of sheaf theory it is natural to define the canonial map 

H~(INI)----H*<X) precisely as k-ioi~ Lo ~ and then this question disappears. If the reader never- 

theless prefers some other definition of this map, then we leave it to him to compare his 

definition with this one. In any case this problem does not concern bounded cohomology theory. 

(6.3) COROLLARY. If X admits an amenable covering, such that each point of X is con- 

rained in no more than m elements of the covering, then the canonical homomorphism H [~---~ 

H~(~) vanishes for~>~. 

(6.4) Remarks. (6.4.1) It is remarkable that in the formulation of Theorem (6.2) and 
Corollary (6.3) the circumstance that the bounded cohomology of a space depends only on the 
fundamental group is not reflected. In fact, both the formulation and the method of proof of 
Theorem (6.2) recall Leray's theorem on coverings. Nevertheless, of course~ in the proof one 

makes essential use of the fact that H~[X) depends only on ~ (X). It would be interesting 
to find a purely group-theoretic formulation of this theorem. 

(6~ Under the conditions of Corollary (6.3) H~X) can be nonzero for ~ ~ . For 

example, one can take as X a bouquet of two circles. Then H~(~) #0; cf. [2] or [ii]. Here 

the covering of X by the circles which make up the bouquet will be amenable, and obviously 

one can let ~ =Z. 

(6.4.3) At the end of the proof of the theorem we used the fact that k:H~(X)---H~i~*(X)) 
is an isomorphism. This fact is a simple corollary of the fact that one can calculate the 
singular cohomologyusing all small singular simplices. (There is a precise formulation of 
this assertion in [19]; cf. [19], Theorem 4.4.14.) In this case of bouned cohomology the 
analogous assertion is false. This is easy to prove, using the ideas of the proof of Theorem 
(6.2). We give a sketch of the proof. 

Let 9~ be an amenable open covering of the space X and let N be its nerve. As in the 
proof of Theorem (6.2), we can assume that all finite intersections of elements of the cover- 

ing have amenable fundamental groups. Let 5% be the analog of the presheaf 0 9 for the case 

of bounded cochains and let fi% be the sheaf generated by the presheaf B 9 . Now we consider 

the diagram 
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(6.4.3.1) 
di ) 

1 
ot 

analogous to the diagram (6.2.4) and the total complex T~ of the double complex ~p,q CP(Nt 

~)~ The sheaves ~iare flabby for the same reason (essentially trivial) as the sheaves ~% . 

Hence the canonical map H*(~(X~---H~(T~) is an isomorphism. Let us now assume that the 

bounded cohomology can be calculated by means of small simplices. Then for any ~ C X the 

canonial map H*($) > H~(~*($)) is an isomorphism. In particular, H*(~(l~l))= 0 for any sim- 

plex ~ of the nerve N [since H~(1~l) = 0 ]. It follows from this that the rows of the diagram 

(6.4.3.1) are exact, and consequently, the canonical map H*(INI)--~(T~) is an isomorphism. 

Since H*(~(~f-~H*(T#)and ~(X)--~H~(~[~)) are also isomorphisms, we get that H~(INI) is 

canonically isomorphic with'H'(%). In particular, H~(INI) is independent of the covering ~ . 

Since very weak conditions are imposed on ~ , it is easy to see that this is false. It is 

also easy to give a covering ~ explicitly for whichH~(INl)~ ~'(~) . Such a covering is con- 

tained in Remark (6.4.2). 

(6.5) Theorem on Double Complexes. Let iKP'~)p,~0be a double complex with differentials 
~:K~--~K P'~ and ~: K P'~ ~K P§ let ~T~)~>0 be its total complex. We denote by h P 

the ke=nel of the differential ~;K~~ P~i . Then L* together with the differential ~ is a 

subcomplex of the total complex T*. In addition, if the complexes ~KP'*~) are exact, then 

the inclusion ~ T  ~ induces a cohomology isomorphism H~iL *) ~ ~ H*(T*). 

This theorem is a special ase of Theorem 4.8.1 of Chap. I of [9]. Its standard proof 
is based on the spectral sequences of a double complex. However it is also easy to prove 
directly, using a diagram chase. 
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FIRST SYMPLECTIC CHERN CLASS AND MASLOV INDICES 

V. G. Turaev UDC 517.43 

An explicit formula is given in this paper for a two-dimensional cocycle in the bar 

resolution of the group G=~p(~,~), which represents the first Chern class of the 

natural n-dimensional complex vector bundle over B~ G . It is shown that this co- 

cycle is closely connected with the Maslov indices of Lagrangian subspaces of R ~ . 

i. Introduction 

The present paper is a continuation of a version of the author's note [17] and contains, 
in particular, detailed proofs of the theorems announced in [17]. ~ 

i.i. Nature of the Results. Let ~=$p(~) be the symplectic group (where ~I ) 

and ~ be its universal covering with the natural group structure. The fundamental group 

~ i~) is isomorphic to ~ and in what follows it is identified with ~ (cf. point 1.3). The 

present paper is devoted to the study of the two-dimensional cohomology class of the group G, 

corresponding to the exact sequence 

0 ,I 

This class is denoted by u and is an element of the group H a QG~i Z), where for a topological 

group L , we denote by L ~ the same group with the discrete topology and where the action of 

G~ on ~ is trivial. It is easy to describe the class u in terms of the standard theory of 

characteristic classes: it is equal to the first Chern class of the complex vector bundle 

obtained from the real vector bundle overBG~#=K~l~, associated with the universal 

principal ~-bundle and the action of G on R g~ , introduced by the natural complex structure 

(cf. [2, 3], and the Appendix). Up to sign the class u can be described as the image under 

the canonical homomorphism Hgi~}Z) -~ ~gQBG ~} ~)of a generator of the group Hg(5~i 

Z) - Z 

In the paper we consider the question of finding an explicit formula for a two-dimen- 
sional cocyc!e in the bar resolution of the group ~ which represents u. This question is 
not new, cf. point 2, "History of the Question." The interest in it is due, in the first 
place to interest in the broad scheme of constructing explicit cocycles representing non- 
trivial cohomology classes of Lie groups and algebras, and secondly, to the specific role 
which the class u and its reduction mod2 play in the theory of representations of Lie groups 
and in the theory of symplectic and metaplectic structures. 
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